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Blogalicious
Community - Conference - Marketing Network

Our mission is to grow a community that celebrates digital
diversity by serving as a supportive platform for our members
to develop their social media presence, blogs, brands, and
businesses while raising awareness within the marketing
industry of our powerful “multi-inﬂuential” demographic.

Blogalicious encapsulates three main supportive platforms enabling our mission to come to fruition. These platforms
include the Blogalicious Community, Blogalicious Weekend
Conference and the bLink Marketing Network among many
other initiatives, educational platforms, brand guidance and
business opportunities
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Since its inception, Blogalicious has served as
a platform for women to celebrate diversity in
social media. Born out of a series of unique
social media conferences and online
properties, Blogalicious has grown into a
global movement that enables social media
mavens to make connections, draw
inspiration, share information, and impact the
digital landscape.

Our Objective Is 3 Fold
• To be THE go-to destination and

resource for inﬂuential multicultural
women social media enthusiasts from
all over the world to collaborate,
connect and uplift one another;
• To showcase the value of the
demographic in today’s marketplace
to marketers; and
• To serve as a think tank and
mouthpiece for causes, policies and

Snapshot
• Founded: 2009
• Demographic: Multicultural Social

Inﬂuencers
• Digital Community Members: 3,300+
• 2015 Conference Attendance: 320
• Site: BeBlogalicious.com

At-A-Glance

Get Social with Us
Facebook: BeBlogalicious

Instagram: BeBlogalicious

Properties.
We have several unique eﬀorts under
the Blogalicious umbrella, all
dedicated to fostering diversity— in
ethnicity, thought and social media.
These eﬀorts include:
•
•
•
•
•

bLink Marketing Network;
#BeUplifted Tweet Chats;
Blogalicious Guides;
Blogalicious Tweetups; and
Blogalicious Weekend Conferences

4,800+ followers
Twitter: @BeBlogalicious

5,900 followers
Pinterest: BeBlogalicious

45,150+ followers

YouTube: BeBlogalicious

1.4K+ followers

91, 592 unique mthly views
Flickr: BeBlogalicious

27,432 views
Google+: BeBlogalicious

10.6M bLink Mkt. Network reach

Quick Facts: Blogalicious Audience

241,422 website
page views

89% female
demographic

Over 3,300 digital
community
members

Quick Facts: Case Study Snapshots

Reached 5M people,
with 21M impressions
and more than 3,500

tweets.

1,300+ attendees @
our branded event; 8K
social media followers
and a hashtag reach of
39,470 with 271, 526
impressions

*For additional case studies and more details please visit us here
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Our hashtag reached
over 36K with 63K
impressions

In the Press
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MEET
#TEAMBLOGALICIOUS
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Stacey Ferguson, Co-Founder & Chief Curator
Featured in Southern Living, The Washington Post, Black Enterprise, NPR, The Tom Joyner Morning Show,
Mashable, The Root, and so many more, Stacey is a sought-after media personality, digital brand strategist,
content creator, public speaker, freelance writer, advisory board member, and Chief Curator of the Be
Blogalicious community and conferences celebrating diversity among women in social media. As Founder
of Justice Fergie Lifestyle Media, she combines media, publishing, consulting & events to inspire women to
live richly with strategies for life design and turning personal passions into viable brands. She is also a
technology and advertising attorney by trade and regularly consults with entrepreneurs, startups and
established brands on digital and brand strategy. Stacey is a wife, and mother of 3 and lives in the DC
Metro Area.

Jazmine “Jazzy” Jones, Operations & Community Manager

Her resume may say Events and Marketing Concierge, but to us Jazzy is a lifesaver. Period. She gets it done!
And she does it all in between her travel jaunts to and fro’, to boot. She is a lover of new adventures, food
and wine and writes her own blog JazzyJonez.com (the name is brilliant, yes?). For a dose of her hilarious
one-liners, follow her on Twitter:@JazzyJ0nez

Cara Paige, Marketing Director

Cara Paige is the Marketing Director for Blogalicious and Founder of Cover Paige Creative, a design,
experiential marketing and event agency. For the past 15 years she’s shared her talent in marketing and
design - partnering with national brands, to non-proﬁts, to start-ups - even debuting of her marketing
acumen at the White House. She’s honed her skills to become an expert; teaching companies how to market
and design the businesses they love. Cara eﬀortlessly blends her formal education in marketing and fashion
and years of industry experience to create awe-inspired creations through the power of design and
experiential marketing . Without a doubt she always exceeds expectations creating unforgettable
atmospheres, experiences, and collaborations for our community and her clients - that won’t soon be
forgotten. Take a look for yourself and follow her: @CvrPaige
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Jana Pauldin, Blogalicious Weekend - Social Squad Coordinator
A self-proclaimed Neiman Marcus groupie, lover of all things purple, and a no regrets advocate, Jana is a
seasoned, results-oriented former Marketing Director within the Corporate and Association industries.
Serving as Chief Operating Oﬃcer with Brand id | Strategic Partners, Jana employs a “leadership by
example” approach to manage and lead her internal team. With over 20 years of experience in strategic
planning, marketing development, and component relations + volunteer management, Jana has a solid
resume to lead the Social Squad. Since 2012, she has handled volunteer recruitment, coordination,
engagement, and retention. Starting oﬀ as a volunteer for her dear friend @justicefergie for the 2011
Blogalicious conference, she tells new members to the Squad “have no fear I've served in your role as well.”
Her Social Squad pitch — “We are committed. We have fun. We form friendships, develop networks, and
without a doubt, have transformed into a sub-family of the BeBlogalicious community. We Rock!” A social
media lightweight, follow her on Twitter: @ladyjanap

Terrance M. Gaines, Blogalicious Technology Advisor

Terrance has always been the go-to tech guy for family and friends. Now he helps people of all ages and
backgrounds adopt the “Digital Lifestyle”. Terrance shares technology news, reviews, tips and tricks on
TerranceGaines.com as well dropping tech gems on sites including Black Web 2.0, Small Biz Go Mobile, PC
Magazine, Black Enterprise and in print on Uptown Magazine. You can also ﬁnd him talking “all things tech”
and some other stuﬀ too on Twitter: @BrothaTech
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Joe Ferguson, Director of Tactical Operations
Joe is a Senior Software Architect and a certiﬁed ColdFusion Developer with over 10 years experience
developing web-based applications, software programs, and database schemas. What that means for us is
that we can basically depend on him to create, maintain and ﬁx any website, database or coding project
that we’ve screwed up on our own (oops). While he is an avid basketball player and a former cornerback for a
Division 1 College football team (GO GATORS), his biggest claim to fame is being married to
@JusticeFergie. For incessant updates about Miami, the Miami Heat and more about Miami, follow him on
Twitter: @TheRealJoeFerg

Ariel Williams, Digital Content Manger

Ariel C. Williams is editor-in-chief of Slay Culture - a website representing Black women who constantly slay
in style, success & sensuality — and author of The Girl Talk Chronicles: Advice on How to Manage Love, Lust
& Situations. She has written for and/or been featured on For Harriet, mater mea, xoJane, Afrophire
magazine, and more. An avid blogger, writer and social media lover for the past 3 years, Ariel used her
acquired skills and resources to create Danzy Bird & Co., an agency specializing in virtual assistance, online
support and content creation for creative entrepreneurs. Her work life consists of deadlines, connecting
with and serving clients, and working as the Digital Content Manager at Be Blogalicious. Ariel’s education is
in sociology and in a previous work life, she spent several years collecting unpaid premiums for a Fortune
500 company.

Pamela King, Account Manager, The bLink Marketing Network

Pam is a native Memphian & enjoys meeting people. Pamela is the primary principal for CMB Business
Solutions. She has been in the virtual assistance business since 2009 and has taken note on how social
media is changing the way companies are engaging with their clients. Pamela specializes in social media
marketing for small businesses and nonproﬁts. When Pamela is not assisting businesses with their social
media marketing, she and her husband are celebrating marriages. Pamela and her husband are the energy
behind Still Dating My Spouse. They encourage couples to reconnect, refresh, and renew their marriage.
The mission of Still Dating My Spouse is to empower couples to build strong healthy marriages by
implementing regular date nights. Pamela is very active in her community & lends her expertise and
inﬂuence to several nonproﬁt organizations by volunteering and serving as a board member. In Pamela’s
downtime, she enjoys spending time with her husband, watching movies and traveling.
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BLOGALICIOUS
WEEKEND
CONFERENCE

See flickrs of fun from past
Blogalicious Weekends
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Weekend 411
What are Blogalicious Weekend and BeBlogalicious?
Launched in 2009, Blogalicious Weekend is the largest multicultural blogging conference that celebrates the
diversity of women. It’s the ﬁrst and only event of its kind. BeBlogalicious is an online community dedicated
to building a sisterhood of women of color in social media. Together, they are devoted to celebrating
diversity in social media and serving as a supportive platform for its members to grow their blogs and
businesses.

How did Blogalicious Weekend get its start, and what is the
objective of the event?
Blogalicious Weekend was founded by women who identiﬁed a need to create a forum in the digital world
for women to discuss the impact of social media across ethnic communities. Blogalicious Weekend ignites a
sense of unity within the multicultural blogging community, and educates marketers on the importance of
the demographic in today’s marketplace.

Who attends Blogalicious Weekend?

The annual, three-day, action-packed conference draws 400+ inﬂuential multicultural women bloggers (and
some men) and speakers from all over the country each year. Social media enthusiasts of all backgrounds,
skill levels, and interests are welcome. Attendees share ideas and inspiration in the context of Web 2.0.

Have there been any notable sponsors in the past?
Blogalicious Weekend has drawn notable sponsors since its inception, including General Mills, Toyota,
General Motors, Kia Motors, Wells Fargo, Cocoa-Cola, Hallmark Mahogany, Aunt Jemima, Kenmore,
McDonald’s, Cover Girl, Johnson & Johnson, Suave, Ross Dress for Less, Embassy Suites by Hilton, The
American Cancer Society, among many others.

Have there been any big names associated with Blogalicious?

Starting from way back when, well-known newsmakers have supported Blogalicious including CNN’s
Soledad O'Brien who participated in the 2011 conference with Marc Morial, President and CEO of the
National Urban League. who keynoted one of our sessions. O’Brien also served as a special guest for one of
Blogalicious’ popular #BeUplifted Tweet Chats. Blogalicious Weekend has also welcomed actresses Kim
Coles and Paula Patton, as well as the Food Network’s Aaron McCargo Jr., former CBS anchor Rene Syler,
celebrity stylist June Ambrose, and celebrity makeup artist Tia Dantzler. In 2012, Blogalicious Weekend was
enhanced by media personality and digital lifestyle expert Mario Armstrong; author, media personality and
lifestyle expert Harriette Cole; Doug E. Fresh; and reps from BlogHer, LATISM, Babble/Disney, Clever Girls
Collective, Latina Bloggers Connect, Digital Sisterhood Network, Mom It Forward and Ella Media. In 2013,
Blogalicious Weekend welcomed Ebony magazine Editor-In-Chief, Amy Barnett, as well as social media
mastermind Allison Peters, the media genius behind actress Kerry Washington of ABC’s hit show Scandal.
Renowned radio and television personality, Jacque Reed, of Tom Joyner Morning Show and New York Live
also attended BlogaliciousFIVE. And since that time till now we’ve welcome so many more… just take a look
Blogalicious
Kit to see some familiar faces who
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Weekend Presenters

(L-R) LINE 1 Chef Aaron McCargo, James Andrews, True Story Agency; Paula Patton, Actress; Kindred The Family Soul;
June Ambrose, Celebrity Stylist/ Designer; LINE 2Soledad O’Brien, CNN & HBO Reporter, CEO; Demetria Lucas, A Belle In
Brooklyn; Patrice Grell Yursik, AfroBella; Issa Rae, Producer, Writer & Director; Alfred Owens Jr, SVP/COO, Black
Enterprise; LINE 3 Derrick Kayongo, Global Soap Project Founder; Diane Amos, The Pine Sol Lady; Nina Terrero, MMJ/
Reporter; ; Shameeka Ayer, The Broke Socialite; Harriettte Cole, Author & Editor; LINE 4 Michele Ruiz, Latina
Entrepreneur; Adrienne Bailon, Actress/Singer; Lamman Rucker, Actor & Activist; Luuvie Ajayi, AwesomelyLuvvie.com;
Lamar Tyler, BMWK Founder ; LINE 5 Jacque Reid, TV/Radio Personality; Amy DuBois Barnett, EIC, EBONY; Gina PrinceBythewood, Film Director/Screenwriter; Mike Street, Sr. Digital Strategist, Smart Brown Voices; Claire Sulmers,
FashionBombDaily.com; LINE 6 Sheila Bernus Dowd, Clever Girls Collective; Stefania Pomponi, Clever Girls, Founder;
Mario Armstrong, Digital Lifestyle Expert; Marie Denee, The Curvy Fashionista; Lorraine C. Ladish, EIC, mamaiverse.com
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Weekend Presenters
cont.

(L-R) LINE 1 Roxanna Sarmiento Sway Group & LBC, Jeannette Kaplun, Hispana Global, Founder & COO; Ana Flores,
Latina Blogger Connect & MadreVida Founder; Jen Shetterly, Design MixMaster, PicMonkey.com; Trina Smalls, The Baby
Shopaholic; LINE 2 Roni Jackson, Common Ground VP Experiential Marketing; Kathy Cano-Murillo, CraftyChica; Maggie
Mason, Mighty Girls, Founder; Denene Millner NYT Best-selling Author; Kelby Carr Type-A Parent, Founder & CEO; LINE 3
Danica Kombol, Everywhere Agencey, Prez; Ronnie Tyler, BMWK, Founder; Tracy Beckerman, Author & Columnist;
Marshawn Evans, Attorney, Author, Speaker; Zandra Zuno, Golin, EVP LINE 4 Tierra Destiny Reid, author & entrepreneur;
Lauren Wesley Wilson, ColorComm Founder; Andrea Zimmerman, Editor-At-Large, YourTango.com; Jyl Johnson Pattee,
Mom It Forward, CEO; Cecily Kellogg, Uppercase Woman; LINE 5 Karen Cooper, Content Extruder, PicMonkey.com; Isabel
Kallman, Alpha Mom ;Pamela Jenkins, Creator & CEO, Koils by Nature; Rachel Rodriguez, Write/Producer, CNN; Matt
Cherry, Founder & CEO, iBlog Magazine
Blogalicious Media Kit
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Weekend Annual Review
Beginning with the inaugural 2009 conference, Blogalicious Weekend has proven
successful in celebrating the diversity of multicultural women in social media. Each year,
inﬂuential bloggers from across the blogosphere participate in three event-ﬁlled days of
engaging with the multicultural blogging community. The conferences serve as an
innovation-ﬁlled vehicle for networking and building lasting, inspirational relationships.

2009

In our very ﬁrst Blogalicious Weekend we attracted savvy bloggers, top-tier media and wellknown sponsors who recognized the importance of this powerful demographic in the
marketplace. In 2009, the event, themed “Your WOW Factor!”, took place at the swanky W
Atlanta – Midtown and was host to 177 bloggers from around the country. Sponsors included
household brands such as Walt Disney World Parks, Huggies, General Motors, Lifetime
Moms, and Mattel. Oh, and did we mention that within the ﬁrst hour of our inaugural
conference, Blogalicious09 was a Trending Topic on Twitter… whoop whoop

2010

In 2010, we hit the shores of Miami and enjoyed the luxury of the Ritz-Carlton – South Beach.
The agenda grew to oﬀer three tracks of programming: Lifestyle, Technical and
Entrepreneurial, and the 300 bloggers in attendance interacted with dozens of name brands
like Kenmore, General Mills, McDonalds, Kelloggs, Buick GMC, Sears/Kmart, and Wine
Sisterhood. With in the 3 days of our fabulous weekend, Blogalicious10 was mentioned no
less than 4331 times on Twitter… can we trending anyone

2011

In 2011, the nation’s capital became the backdrop for the conference as we called the Gaylord
National Resort and Convention Center home for 3 days and brought to life the theme of
“Making Masterful Connections.” Johnson & Johnson, Cover Girl – Queen Collection,
PineSol, Susan G. Komen, American Cancer Society and Aunt Jemima, among many
others, wowed the 340 attendees with their brand oﬀerings in meaningful settings and
boasted a Twitter reach exposure rate of 3,326,603 impressions!
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2012

In 2012, we ventured westward to Las Vegas, NV and convened at the swanky and serene Red
Rock Resort and Spa. For 3 days conference attendees were inspired to “Make It Personal” by
creating content that builds strong emotional connections among their audience. Miller Coors,
Wells Fargo, Shop Your Way {by Sears/Kmart}, and ROSS, debuted at Blogalicious for the
ﬁrst time. Returning sponsors included McDonalds, Gain, and the American Cancer Society.
#Blogalicious12 was trending worldwide throughout the conference with almost 22,500,000
hourly impressions on Twitter at our peak time frame.

2013

In 2013, Blogalicious Weekend celebrated ﬁve years! The conference returned ‘home’ to

Atlanta, GA at the Hyatt Regency Downtown for BlogaliciousFIVE! where attendees were
encouraged to “Create. Build. Fund.” their passions. KIA Motors, McDonalds, OraQuick, ORS
Haircare, 23 and Me, Colgate Optic White and more made lasting impressions on the sold-out
event of 400 attendees. Memorable highlights include the Wells Fargo “Perfect Pitch” Contest,
Comcast Xﬁnity Scandal Season Premiere Watch Party, Latina Track sponsored by Sprint and
an opening keynote by EBONY Editor-In-Chief, Amy DuBois Barnett. At our peak time frame
there were almost 77,692, 969 hourly impressions on Twitter!

2014

In 2014, Blogalicious Weekend headed South and West for our ﬁrst-ever Texas-based conference at
the Westin Riverwalk, San Antonio! Our programming content aimed to inspire our attendees to
#BeGreat in their blogs, brands and businesses. Toyota was our Title Sponsor alongside engaging
brands such as Wells Fargo, Tylenol, Change The Cycle, McDonald’s, Colgate and more. Memorable
Highlights: Wells Fargo “Perfect Pitch 2.0” Contest, Beyond The Lights private ﬁlm screening
featuring a Q&A with Director, Gina Prince-Bythewood, a dessert reception hosted by Fandango
Family and an opening keynote by CNN Hero, Derreck Kayongo. Once more our conference hashtag
(#BeGreatB6) was a Trending Topic on Twitter and held over 43M impressions on the social
platform and 3M impressions on Instagram.

2015

In 2015, Blogalicious Weekend hosted our 7th annual conference at the Baltimore Marriott Waterfront
located in the Downtown Inner Harbor (September 10th – 12th). We focused on providing our
inﬂuencers with the tools they needed to “Build Their Own Empires”. Each and every component of
the agenda served as building blocks in the foundations of our attendees media enterprises. From
the our sponsor suites and sessions including; Toyota, Coca-Cola, Hallmark Mahogany, Wells Fargo
Embassy Suites, Monsanto and Kikkoman (to name a few) all the way to our closing keynote
featuring Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake. And we didn’t disappoint… doing what we
do best… (creating tons of buzz and social media explosions everywhere) with 3.2M impressions !
Annnnd we couldn’t allow Twitter to trend without our #BYOE15 hashtag being apart of the mix…
Go Blogalicious!!!
Blogalicious Media Kit
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2016
This year’s Blogalicious Weekend Conference will be hosted in Atlanta, GA from
November 3rd-5th at the Grand Hyatt. Our savvy, inﬂuential, and talented
individuals can’t wait to create buzz about your company, brand, and products
within the multicultural blogging community, social media stratosphere, and in
real life.
Get the deets here

Take a lookMedia
at someKit
of our Blogalicious Weekend fun (next page)
Blogalicious
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THE bLINK
MARKETING
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Our Network
The b-Link Marketing Network is a truly multicultural network comprised of diverse, multimedia
inﬂuencers and content creators whose impact reaches over 10.6 Million individuals throughout the
world. Our network is comprised of over 650+ inﬂuencers representing African American, Latina,
Caucasian and Asian-American cultures who's social impact create colorful and eﬀective campaigns.

Network Snapshot
• Engaged
• Professional
• Truly Multicultural ( African-American,

Latina, Asian-American & Caucasian
• Diverse in Age (Millennials - GenX -

BabyBoomers)
• Mom & Dad Bloggers
• Male Bloggers
• National (Core cities represented: Atlanta,

D.C, N.Y., Chicago, Miami, San Francisco,
L.A.
• Niches represented: Beauty, Fashion,

Parenting, Technology, Fitness,
Entertainment, Politics, Health,
Relationships, Food, Lifestyle, Business,
Design, DIY and more
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Our Network
Who We Are
Multicultural inﬂuencers driving engagement through authentic voices and stories.

What We Do
IRL Events. Our community shines when it’s time to connect “in real life”!
Whether our inﬂuencers are providing social media coverage for an in-store
retail event for Macy’s Culinary Council, attending the opening of a redesigned
McDonalds’ restaurants as special guests, or participating in a focus group VIP
media brunch for OraQuick, the valuable output of these in-person
experiences is tangible.

Inﬂuencer Digital Campaigns. Blogalicious knows social media and
blogging. Since 2009, our community members have been early adopters of
social platforms and know what it means to be professional brand
ambassadors. From sponsored post campaigns for Aio Wireless or U by Kotex
to Twitter chats for Procter & Gamble’s ‘My Black Is Beautiful’ to Google+ Hangouts with The U.S.
Department of State, our inﬂuencers understand engagement and ROI – and we understand how to
deliver a memorable customer experience.

Social Strategy Consulting. Let us do the work for you! Tell us your goals and we’ll craft a custom
campaign for you that makes sense based on your timing, budget, target audience and goals. Whether you
have a seedling of an idea or no clue where to begin, our team of social marketing experts will prep you for
the race, map out your route, and carry you across the ﬁnish line.

About Our Influencers
The b-Link Marketing Network is a niche network of 950+ inﬂuencers. Our diversity is what makes us
special! Not only is our community made up of African-American,
Latina, Asian-American and Caucasian inﬂuencers, we are also
proud to work with both those with mega followings and those with
specialty audiences. We’re also one of the few networks that is
tapped into Millennials and Boomers along with Parenting, Lifestyle
and a myriad of niche inﬂuencers.
As b-Link Members, our inﬂuencers work on a variety of paid
campaigns, including sponsored posts, Twitter parties, brand
ambassador programs, live event hosts, aﬃliate and ad
opportunities, and more.
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Brand Partnerships

*A sample of our brand partnerships
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Digital Campaign
Offerings
Our marketing campaign packages are designed to elevate your social media proﬁle through eﬀective
brand awareness campaigns that involve our Blogalicious community (and beyond). We engage with a
diverse group of social media users that encompass all ethnic groups including African-American, Latina,
Asian-American and Caucasian inﬂuencers. These savvy, inﬂuential, and talented individuals create buzz
about your company, brand and products within
the multicultural social media stratosphere,
blogging community and in real life.

Twitter Chats/Google Hangout
Events

Create conversation about your brand and products
during a Blogalicious Twitter Party or Google
Hangout Event. Blogalicious will publicize and cohost your 1 hour party to generate awareness
through interactive conversation. The experienced
Blogalicious team will work with you to integrate
key messaging points into a script, provide pre-party publicity, a dedicated RSVP page for those planning
to participate, designated hashtag, and will work behind the scenes during your event to verify prizing for
giveaway winners. Following the party, we will provide comprehensive metrics to demonstrate the party’s
reach and a transcript of tweets from the party that include the designated hashtag.

Blogger Campaign

Capitalize on the expansive reach of the Blogalicious community by sharing your product, service or
messaging through a blogger campaign that will
reach a wide audience of readers. Blogger
campaigns can be scaled in size and length to best
meet your needs and budget. Blogalicious is skilled
at crafting blogger ambassador programs featuring
top blogger personalities for your advertising, video
or other media campaigns.
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Blogalicious Newsletter Sponsor

Target 1,900+ Blogalicious community members (with the added bonus of reaching 8,000+ Blogalicious
followers from our various social media channels). by including your banner ad or logo within a monthly
Blogalicious newsletter.

In Person Events

A unique strength of our community is the magic that occurs when we are connected IRL (“in real life”!).
Blogalicious has a successful history of hosting local events in cities; such as a live cooking demo event at
the Kenmore Live Studios in Chicago; an entrepreneurial panel at the Uniworld Group oﬃce in New York; a
#Naturalicious natural hair blogger event in San Francisco sponsored by Sof ‘n Free; and promo party for
the Inaugural Ambassadors Ball in Washington, DC, to name a few. Whether you are in need of a focus
group, social media coverage for a launch event or press junket, our event planning team is ready to craft a
program to meet your needs.

Influencer Campaign

Our blogging and social inﬂuencer community carry a substantial amount of credibility within their various
niches - be it parenting, green living, DIYs , social good or home improvements. Our network leverages this
inﬂuence to promote brands, business, products and call attention to important issues. Our inﬂuencer
campaigns allow you to tap into the trusted “follower” base of our b-Link Community to promote and
publicize your brand.

Customized Packages

Not sure what you’re looking for… let's chat . We’ll create a totally customized package to represent your
brand.
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See what we’re up to and learn more about us here!
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See you in Atlanta, GA
Join us for Blogalicious Weekend - our 8th annual conference for
multicultural social media inﬂuencers
8630 FENTON STREET, 9TH FLOOR
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
INFO@BEBLOGALICIOUS.COM
WWW.BEBLOGALICIOUS.COM
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